Flow patterns around a horizontal plate were calculated numerically based on the fundamental set of equations and studied experimentally in a tank with stratified brine. Four types of fluids were studied including strong and weakly stratified, potentially and actually homogeneous ones. Linear model for internal wave generation by a strip sliding along underlying surface oriented at an arbitrary angle to horizon is investigated analytically. Both large scale (internal waves, wake and vortices) and fine flow components are studied, as well as flow structure and dynamics in a wide range of flow parameters including diffusion induced and transient vortex regimes at 5 0 Re 10 < < .
Introduction
Studies on flows around a plate or a half-plane oriented in the direction of undisturbed stream-line take an important place in hydrodynamics, since a number of problems which arose both at the end of the XIX century and in the recent times still remain unanswered. The most priority problems include search for selection criteria regarding form and thickness of the leading edge of a straight wing [1, 2] , improvement of the existing flow control methods, analysis of mechanisms of flow structuring, and turbulence generation [3] .
Due to mathematical complexity of the problem a number of approximate models of flows around obstacles have been developed since the beginning of the last century including the boundary layer theory [4] , the Blasius solution for a half-plane [5] and various asymptotic methods proposed to account for edge effects under assumption of a complex multi-level flow structure [6] . For calculating vortex flows on a plate special numerical scheme with high resolution in space and time have been developed to model separation and further re-attachment of boundary layer, as well as "streaky structures" visualized experimentally in the flow patterns on a flat surface, which are transformed into complex vortex systems with further increase of free stream velocity [7, 8] .
A new trend in the studies on flows around a plate consists in accounting for the stratification and diffusion effects. The environmental systems (the Earth's atmosphere and hydrosphere) are mostly nonhomogeneous in space and variable in time due to non-uniform distributions of dissolved or suspended matters, gas bubbles, temperature, medium compressibility and the influence of external forces. Fluid density variations, even though quite weak, give rise to a number of effects absent in homogeneous media including specific types of waves and a medium fine structure.
A stably stratified fluid, which is formed due to the combined influence of medium non-homogeneity and the Earth's gravitation, is known to give rise to fluid motions even in the absence of purely mechanical reasons. Among such phenomena are convective flows driven by spatial variations in fluid density or the so-called diffusion-induced flows on topography. The study of such flows has received much attention in laboratory studies and numerical and analytical modeling because there are abundant instances of the phenomena in environmental systems [9] [10] [11] .
Under the action of mechanical impact, both the structure and dynamics of running processes in a stratified fluid are changed drastically depending essentially on density and its gradient, which in turn are modified by external influences. Even a small medium non-homogeneity changes qualitatively the character of fluid flows, structure of vortices, forces and moments distributions. An additional factor is the existence of internal waves which are propagating disturbances of gravitationally stable density stratifications [12, 14] .
In the present paper original results on high performance computing of flows formed by uniform movement of a plate in the horizontal plane are presented both for stratified and homogeneous viscous incompressible media. Non-stationary vortex (transitional) regime is studied on basis of scale analysis of the governing equation set [13] as a further development of the earlier performed calculations of stratified flows around a motionless [10, 11] and a uniformly moving strip in the linear approximation [14] .
Governing equations and boundary conditions
The problem on flow around a uniformly moving rectangular plate is considered for two types of incompressible fluid, stratified and homogeneous ones. Additionally, strongly and weakly stratified flows are analyzed, which are typical for laboratory experiments and the natural systems (ocean and atmosphere), respectively. Separately, perturbations in potentially homogeneous fluid are analyzed when one can neglect the inertial effects due to variability of medium density but a moderate density gradient keeps the original problem statement. And, finally, actually homogeneous medium with constant density is considered as a main object of studies in modern theoretical hydromechanics.
2D flows are studied, which arise as a result of uniform movement of a horizontal plate with length, 10 L = cm, and thickness, 10 h = cm. The plate's straight leading edge with sharp corners is oriented normally to line of motion which lies in the horizontal plane. Geometry of the plate is characterized, as well, by sharpness ratio, / 20
The system of mechanics of an incompressible linearly stratified fluid with undisturbed density distribution 
Here, s is the salinity perturbation including the salt compression ratio,
is the vector of the induced velocity, P is the pressure except for the hydrostatic one, ν and S κ are the kinematic viscosity and salt diffusion coefficients, t is time, ∇ and ∆ are the Hamilton and Laplace operators, respectively. At the initial moment of time 0 t = , an impermeable horizontal plate is placed in a quiescent fluid without inducing any mechanical disturbances. Physically valid initial and boundary conditions, which are unperturbed flow fields before the initial moment of time, no-slip for velocity components and no-flux for substance on the plate's surface and attenuation of all perturbations at infinity, can be written in the following form:
where n is external normal to the plate's surface Σ .
The distributions of all the physical variables in the steady diffusion induced flow around a motionless plate are taken as the initial conditions for case when it starts moving. Then the corresponding boundary conditions on the plate's surface take the following form:
The problem is characterized by a number of eigen length scales such as buoyancy scale Λ 
Such a variety of length scales and their differences in values indicate the complexity of internal structure even of such a slow flow generated by small buoyancy forces which arise due to the nonuniformity of molecular flux of the stratifying agent.
Numerical simulation of the equations (1) with the initial and boundary conditions (2, 3) is implemented in the framework of the open source computational package OpenFOAM using solvers of own development. The customized program codes supplement the standard solvers of the package with the additional modules accounting for the stratification and diffusion effects. The computations are based on the finite volume method with implementation of high-accuracy TVD schemes for the convective terms and backward differencing for the time derivatives using a kind of conjugate gradient method for inversion of coefficient matrix constructed on basis of discretized analogues of the governing equations.
Due to a quite large number of computational cells (up to 3 millions) needed for resolving all the microscales in the high gradient regions of the problem techniques of high-performance computing are used to calculate the discretized equations. Parallel computations of the problem are carried out on facilities of the Joint Supercomputer Centre of the Russian Academy of Sciences (JSCC RAS) on the basis of the web-laboratory UniHUB designed for development and modeling of computational problems.
Computation results
Initial state of a non-equilibrium stratified medium around an impermeable obstacle is characterized by a system of diffusion induced circulating flows [9] [10] [11] . A typical pattern of vertical velocity component field around a motionless impermeable horizontal plate in an exponentially stratified medium is shown in Fig. 1a (
). Maximal value of flow velocity of about 4 ⋅ µm/s is attained in the vicinity of plate edges, while lengths of the attached horizontal interfaces are about 4 times longer than the horizontal length scale of the plate. Decrease of density gradient of a medium leads to circulation cells thickening with simultaneous decrease in intensity of fluid motions. For a weak stratification, e.g. potentially homogeneous fluid, velocity of circulating motions becomes negligibly small but in the homogeneous fluid approximation such a kind of flows is completely absent.
Flow pattern around a horizontal plate is changed drastically when it starts moving in a stratified fluid. In this case basic flow components consist of advanced perturbations, attached internal waves and wake behind the obstacle. Typical flow patterns shown in Fig. 1b-d = ⋅ small-scale vortices are formed in the vicinity of the leading edge together with large-scale ones (Fig. 1d) , which are actively interacting with each other and with thin flow components [13] and even with attached internal waves which length is substantially larger than the observation area [8] . Multiple interactions of flow components with different scales in time and space manifest themselves in an unsteady flow pattern even at fixed boundary conditions. The vortices partially drift from the region of formation at the leading edge and, as one can see in the prepared video, are independently transferred by the flow along the upper and lower sides of the plate with phase speed of about 0. = ⋅ ) each of the fields is characterized by its own geometry and scale components.
In the patterns of the fields shown in Fig. 2 for strongly and weakly stratified media a number of structural elements are manifested including both large-scale ones, such as advanced perturbation, vortices and internal waves, and small-scale thin ones, which are described in the linearized model of the flow by the regularly and singularly perturbed functions, respectively [13, 14] .
In the horizontal velocity component field the region of slowed down fluid is weakly manifested for both the media, which is typical for a blocked area at low speeds of movement of a body [8] . Areas of velocity deficiency above and below the plate, which is an analogue of boundary layer with inclusions of decelerating flow regions in the cores of the vortices, are surrounded by a layer of high-speed fluid formed by interaction of the flow velocity with the outer edges of the vortex structures. Positive (negative) values of the field coloured red (blue) correspond to shades of grey (dark grey) in black and white image.
Patterns of the fields for the fluids with large and extremely small density gradients are quite similar qualitatively and only a slight difference can be identified in the details, namely, nine vortex cores and more pronounced bottom vortex in strongly stratified fluid in contrast to eight cores and more intensively oscillating wake in potentially homogeneous fluid. A smoother boundary of the area with decelerating flow can be explained by the buoyancy effects damping motions in the vertical plane.
In the patterns of vertical velocity component field advanced perturbations are manifested more clearly. Further analysis of the video has shown that the asymmetry of spots in front of the body in strongly stratified fluid is a consequence of unsteadiness of the flow as their shapes are changed in time significantly. In this pattern where each vortex is represented by a couple of spots with opposite directions of flow the stratification effects are more pronounced.
Decaying rate of inhomogeneities in strongly stratified medium is higher than in potentially homogeneous fluid, while the vortex structure of the wake flow is more small-scale and the outer boundary is smoother. Splitting and reversing of the flow near the leading edge, as well as its closing behind the obstacles, lead to formation of regions with pressure excess and deficiency affecting the drag. In the wake flow large-scale vortex elements are manifested.
A particular scientific and practical interest lies in calculation of pressure field which is imposed significant restrictions on within the traditional formulation of the problem [5, 6] . As one can conclude from a qualitative consideration of the numerical and experimental results [8] the field structure is affected by the stratification in much less degree than by vertical scale of the obstacles. In all the two cases of the pressure field patterns in Fig. 2c some common features are observed including a pressure increase in the area of advance perturbations in front of the plate, spots of an intensive negative pressure in the divergent flow at the leading edge and a pressure deficiency in the regions of localization of the vortex elements.
In the density perturbations field 0 c ρ = ρ − ρ there is the most pronounced flow region which widens with distance from the leading edge being outlined by the lower edges of the spots with partially mixed fluid in the vortices (Fig. 2d) . Above the plate one can clearly distinguish two layers with higher and smaller values of density perturbation due to the transport of fluid by the drifting vortices from the equilibrium horizons. Number of compact elements in the structure of the density field in potentially homogeneous fluid is noticeably smaller than in strongly stratified medium. In the field c ρ there are regions with a weakly perturbed density distribution which are attached to the trailing edge of the plate. The patterns of density perturbation field are supplemented with components of density gradient field (Fig. 2e,f) . In the horizontal component of density gradient field there are well pronounced thin interfaces with the both signs localized on shells of the vortices, which gather behind the plate into compact patches. In potentially homogeneous fluid structures of vertical component of density gradient field are oriented mainly horizontally and form their own system of spiral curls typical for vortex elements. Local patterns of various physical variables shown in Fig. 2c The noticeable differences are revealed only around the trajectory of movement within the wake and in advanced wave field as a result of the imposed artificial boundary conditions on the separating plane in the analytical solution. The field of vertical component of velocity shows significant differences in the structure around regional singularities especially near the trailing edge of the plate where a moving obstacle in free space produces essentially much less intensive perturbations.
The calculated fields of internal waves are in a good agreement with the high-resolution schlieren images of stratified flows around horizontal plate uniformly moving along the horizon (Fig. 4b) . Observed and calculated shapes of internal waves crests and troughs are compatible even in fine details.
Conclusions
An original numerical technique is developed for constructing two-dimensional solutions of fundamental equations of incompressible (strongly and weakly) stratified and (potentially and actually) homogeneous fluids mechanics for a problem on flow around a plate in a wide range of Reynolds numbers 5 1 Re 10 < < . Patterns of non-stationary fields of velocity, pressure, density (and its gradients), vorticity and mechanical energy dissipation rate generated by uniform movement of a horizontal plate are analyzed.
Geometry and dynamics of separate vortices are traced, which are structural components common for all types of fluids and specific for stratified media (internal waves, fine structure).
Results of the calculations are in a qualitative agreement with the data on laboratory modeling of stratified flows within various models of stratified media and in a good agreement with the Blasius solution of the problem on flow over half-plane within the model of actually homogeneous fluid.
